
Why Do We Need High Quality Logo Branded Entrance Mat?
 
The first impression the visitor has of a company can be decisive in a business relationship.
Thus it is extraordinarily important that the entrance area to buildings, hotel or business
premises are kept clean and the company's corporate design is easily recognizable. There is
nothing as eye-catching as the effects you get with inkjet printing.
 
The Features of High Quality Logo Branded Entrance Mat:
-Warm greetings to your guests, enhance your entrance area and prevent excess dirt
-Heavy-duty logo printed mat, suitable for medium and heavy traffic
-The back is made of high-quality rubber

MOQ: 1pc only

Pile Material 100% nylon (polyamide / PA6.6)

Back
Material

Normal rubber & Nitrile rubber

Item: DK-2450 DK-2000 DK-2200 DK-2300

Pile Weight: 450g/sqm 600g/sqm 700g/sqm 950g/sqm

Pile Style tufted twisted twisted twisted

Pile Height: 3mm 4mm 5mm 7mm

Back
Thickness:

1.2-2.0mm 1.2-2.0mm 1.2-2.0mm 1.2-2.0mm

Printing
Technique:

Inkjet printing

Color
Fastness:

4 - 4.5 grade

Popular Size: 40*60cm, 60x90cm, 83*120cm, 83*150cm, or customized

Standard
Width:

 43cm, 47.5cm, 53cm, 60cm, 70cm, 83cm, 103cm,
136cm, 202cm

Design: Can be customized, no artwork fee.
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FAQ
Q: What is the printing process of High Quality Logo Branded Entrance Mat? 
A: This carpet are inkjeted printed by ChromoJet machine from ZIMMER in Austria.
 
Q: Can you offer a sample?
A: Yes, we can make samples for our customers first before the bulk order. Sometimes we
also offer a free stock sample for quality evaluation.
 
Q: About printing size accuracy problem?
A: As the fabric is flexible, we can't make the logo size exactly same as your design, we will



try our best to match it as close as possible.
 
Q: Is it possible make exactly the same color?
A: Different materials bring different visual effects, so sometimes it is difficult to be exactly
the same, and we can only approach it according to the customer's design as much as
possible.


